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CLEANING ACCESSORIES
BENCH BRUSH

WHISK BROOM

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Quality plastic fiber bristles
10-1/2” x 4”
Convenient hang up feature
USA made

•
•
•
•

Plastic handle w/ hanging hole
Flagged poly fibers
11” x 3”
USA made

ITEM#: 404Q

ITEM#: 408Q

STEEL DUST PAN

DUST MOP

Heavy gauge, ribbed steel
Epoxy coated
9” wide mouth
USA made

ITEM#: 407Q

•
•
•
•

100% cotton fibers (for dry mop only)
8’ Zinc plated handle
12” wide head
USA made

ITEM#: 067Q
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DUST PANS

JUMBO LONG HANDLE DUST PAN
• Heavy duty plastic dust pan holds
large loads
• Aluminum handle locks into pan
• Pan swivels upward for easy
carrying of swept up waste
• Dust pan measures 13.77” x
13.77” x 8.66”
• Handle is 34” long

ITEM#: 525

DUST PAN COMBO PACK
•
•
•
•

Heavy duty plastic
16” large dust pan
12” dust pan included
Hanging holes on handles

ITEM#: 524

ITEM#:
525
524

DESCRIPTION:
JUMBO LONG HANDLE DUST PAN
DUST PAN COMBO PACK
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24” MULTI SURFACE PUSH BROOM
WITH BRACE
This is a stiff bristle and wire push broom made for sweeping dirt and
other fine particles on sidewalks, parking lots, and other rough surfaces. The
broom head is 24” wide and the tubular steel handle is 48” long with an 18”
EVA grip, (‘EVA’, Ethylene Vinyl Acetate, is a polymer material, which is
shock absorbing and very soft and flexible).
The broom handle and the broom head are braced together for strength
and durability, and the head is water and petroleum resistant. There is also a
wall hang loop on the end of the handle for storing out of the way. This push
broom will get the job done without wearing you out. IMPORTED.

ITEM#:
948

DESCRIPTION:
24” MULTI SURFACE PUSH BROOM
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24” & 18” PUSH BROOMS
These are top quality, genuine, American made Quickie push brooms.
They feature an all steel 60” handle and the broom head comes with a five
year warranty. Each broom has a tight grip fitting that locks the broom
handle into place.
We carry two styles of Quickie brooms: The ‘SoftSweep’, which has the
fine-tipped, Tampico fibers used for wood floors, linoleum, tile, marble and
smooth cement. The ‘RoughSweep’, with stiffer, Palmyra fibers, is great on
asphalt, rough concrete, gravel, dirt, and heavy debris.

QUICKIE ‘ROUGHSWEEP’

ITEM#: 536R or 520

QUICKIE ‘SOFTSWEEP’

ITEM#: 533S or 523Q

ITEM#: DESCRIPTION:
536R
24” QUICKIE ROUGH SWEEP PUSHBROOM
533S
24” QUICKIE SOFT SWEEP PUSHBROOM
520
523Q

18” QUICKIE ROUGH SWEEP PUSHBROOM
18” QUICKIE SOFT SWEEP PUSHBROOM
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UPRIGHT BROOMS
These are genuine, American made Quickie brooms. The 100% polyfiber broom with split-tip ends makes clean up easy and thorough. It is
especially handy for the kitchen or entryway, and it now has a curved-edge,
streamlined broom head design. The split-tip ends will sweep up the smallest
dust and dirt particles and the fibers are angle cut to get into corners and
hard-to-reach places. The 48” steel handle length comes with a great swivel
hang-up feature for off-the-floor storage.
Then we carry the 100% highest quality hurl corn broom. Wire wound
with galvanized metal, this oversized broom head is excellent for large area
cleaning. It has five rows of stitching for reinforced sturdiness and is ideal
for garage, patio, decks and general outdoor clean up. The 40” steel handle
length comes with a great swivel hang up feature for easy storage.

QUICKIE UPRIGHT ANGLE BROOM

QUICKIE UPRIGHT CORN BROOM

ITEM#:
700Q
905Q

ITEM#: 700Q

ITEM#: 905Q

DESCRIPTION:
QUICKIE UPRIGHT ANGLE CUT BROOM
QUICKIE UPRIGHT 100% CORN BROOM
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LEAF & SHRUB RAKES
POLY LEAF RAKE
These are general purpose, year ‘round leaf and
lawn rakes that have 48” long, hardwood handles.
They feature 22 tough polypropylene tines on a
heavy duty 22” head that is ribbed so it won’t bend
and become deformed over time.

ITEM#: 531
GREENSWEEPER SHRUB RAKE
•

Hardwood, 48” handle
Polypropylene tines

•
•

8” wide head
Used in planters, shrub boxes
and other tight areas

•

ITEM#: 532

PRO LEAF RAKES
Our best leaf rake for the professional landscaper.
They feature 48” hardwood handles with or without
a cushioned grip.
The reinforced heads are 26 tines wide and made
of tough yet flexible metal and will not bow, rust, or
twist. USA made.
Wood handle

ITEM#: PRORAKE
Wood handle with cushioned grip

ITEM#: PRORAKEC
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LEAF & SHRUB RAKES
22 TINE LEAF RAKES
Metal head leaf rakes, with 22 flat metal
tines. The heads are spring braced for long
life and durability and have 48” hardwood
handles.
Ideal for wet leaves, cut grass, twigs and
thatching. USA Made

ITEM#: 542

HEAVY DUTY COMMERCIAL RAKE

•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial grade
20” wide 22 tines
11 gauge, round metal tines
Double bolted metal head
48”hardwood handle
USA Made

Heavy gauge, stiff tines for moving
large piles of debris. Flip it over and
it works like a pitch fork for picking
up debris or spreading mulch.
Perfect for forestry departments,
farms, stables, landscapers, roofers,
and greens keepers.

ITEM#: 541
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LANDSCAPE RAKES
14” BOW RAKE
14” wide with 14 tines, these all
steel rake heads are made for heavy
use with many different landscaper
materials and mulch.
They have a 48” wooden handle
riveted securely into the extra long
steel ferrule. Imported.
ITEM#: 543
ALUMINUM LUTE RAKE
36” wide with 36 tines, these are
aluminum ‘asphalt lutes’ also called
‘road rakes’ and used for raking hot
asphalt, rocks, pebbles etc.
They have a scraper blade on the
opposite side of the tines and a 72”
aluminum handle that is braced on
each side of the rake head. Import.
ITEM#: 70091
ALUMINUM LANDSCAPE
RAKE
36” wide, 36 tines, and have ‘V’
shaped, blunt teeth on one side and
a 1-1/2” blade on the opposite side
for pulling or pushing material.
Heavy gauge aluminum heads on
a 6’ handle and come with either an
aluminum handle (ITEM#: 533) or
fiberglass handle (ITEM#: 533F).
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‘D’ HANDLED SHOVELS
Perfect for close quarter situations and extremely easy to maneuver, these
short shovels have 29” handles with a comfortable ‘D’ handle for firmer, and
easier grip.
The blades are drop forged, tempered steel and measure 9-1/4” wide, 12”
long and are double reinforced onto the handles to resist breakage, wobbling
and loosening up over long periods of use.
Available with hardwood or reinforced fiberglass handles. Imported.
ITEM#: 544
Wood handle
Square point

ITEM#: F544
Fiberglass handle
Square point

ITEM#: 546
Wood handle
Round point

ITEM#: F546
Fiberglass handle
Round point

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
544
SQUARE / WOOD ‘D’ HANDLE SHOVEL
546
ROUND / WOOD ‘D’ HANDLE SHOVEL
F544
F546

SQUARE / FIBERGLASS ‘D’ HANDLE SHOVEL
ROUND / FIBERGLASS ‘D’ HANDLE SHOVEL
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FIBERGLASS ROOFING SPADES
These roofing spades feature heavy duty, USA made fiberglass handles
that are double riveted into the head. They have a drop forged, high carbon
steel, notched blade for quick removal of shingles and tiles.
The blade measures 7-3/8” x 12” and the shovels feature a heavy duty,
welded fulcrum for leverage. Available with a 48” long, fiberglass handle or
a 30” long fiberglass ‘D’ handle.

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
RSS30DF 30” FIBERGLASS ‘D’-HANDLE ROOF SPADE
RSS48F 48” FIBERGLASS HANDLE ROOFING SPADE
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#2 SHOVELS
LIGHT DUTY

Founded in the early 1920s, Corona Clipper Inc. is a leader in marketing
and manufacturing of professional and consumer tools for lawn and garden,
landscape, irrigation, construction and agriculture markets. With a retail and
distribution network that extends throughout the United States and Canada,
Corona’s proven designs, quality manufacturing processes and unparalleled
customer service make it the best choice in tools for contractors, agricultural
professionals and avid gardeners alike.
Corona® Inc. will repair any tool that proves to be defective in material or
workmanship for the life of the tool. This warranty does not cover damages
due to rust, abuse, mishandling, unauthorized repair or normal wear.
#2 Square Point Light Duty Shovel
●

#2 Round Point Light Duty Shovel
●

Strong, 16-guage tempered
steel blade
● Square head design
for efficient lifting
and moving of
loose material.

● 43” long
wood handle
●

Strong, 16-guage tempered
steel blade
● Round point allows
easy penetration of
a variety of materials

● 43” long
wood handle

Textured epoxy
finish protects
head

●

Large, forward
turned steps
for firmer
footing

ITEM#:
680
681

DESCRIPTION:
43” ROUND POINT LIGHT DUTY SHOVEL
43” SQUARE POINT LIGHT DUTY SHOVEL
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#2 SHOVELS
HOLLOW BACK

Founded in the early 1920s, Corona Clipper Inc. is a leader in marketing
and manufacturing of professional and consumer tools for lawn and garden,
landscape, irrigation, construction and agriculture markets. With a retail and
distribution network that extends throughout the United States and Canada,
Corona’s proven designs, quality manufacturing processes and unparalleled
customer service make it the best choice in tools for contractors, agricultural
professionals and avid gardeners alike.
Corona® Inc. will repair any tool that proves to be defective in material or
workmanship for the life of the tool. This warranty does not cover damages
due to rust, abuse, mishandling, unauthorized repair or normal wear.
#2 Square Point Hollow-Back Shovel
●

#2 Round Point Hollow-Back Shovel
●

Strong, 16-guage tempered
steel blade
● Square head design
for efficient lifting
and moving of
loose material.

● 48” long ash
wood handle
●

Strong, 16-guage tempered
steel blade
● Round point allows
easy penetration of
a variety of materials

● 48” long ash
wood handle

Textured epoxy
finish protects
head

●

Large, forward
turned steps
for firmer
footing

ITEM#:
686
687

DESCRIPTION:
48” ROUND POINT ASH HANDLE SHOVEL
48” SQUARE POINT ASH HANDLE SHOVEL
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FIBERGLASS HANDLE SHOVELS
Founded in the early 1920s, Corona Clipper Inc. is a leader in marketing
and manufacturing of professional and consumer tools for lawn and garden,
landscape, irrigation, construction and agriculture markets. With a retail and
distribution network that extends throughout the United States and Canada,
Corona’s proven designs, quality manufacturing processes and unparalleled
customer service make it the best choice in tools for contractors, agricultural
professionals and avid gardeners alike.
Corona® Inc. will repair any tool that proves to be defective in material or
workmanship for the life of the tool. This warranty does not cover damages
due to rust, abuse, mishandling, unauthorized repair or normal wear.
#2 Square Fiberglass Handle Shovel
Thick, 14 gauge tempered steel
blade for longer service life
Welded, closed back design
for greater strength
Large, forward turned
steps for firm footing

#2 Round Fiberglass Handle Shovel
Thick, 14 gauge tempered steel
blade for longer service life
Welded, closed back design
for greater strength
Large, forward turned
steps for firm footing

48” fiberglass handle

48” fiberglass handle

Thick, molded poly
jacket for maximum
strength and long life

Thick, molded poly
jacket for maximum
strength and long life

ITEM#:
F680
F681

DESCRIPTION:
ROUND FIBERGLASS HANDLE SHOVEL
SQUARE FIBERGLASS HANDLE SHOVEL
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MISCELLANEOUS SHOVELS
FIBERGLASS HANDLE DRAIN SPADE
•
•

Blade: 5-1/2” x 14-1/2”
Handle: 29” Fiberglass ‘D’

This is a simple but highly effective shovel
favored by contractors, farmers, ranchers, and
others.
Shovel point digs into tough soil easier and
cuts through vegetation. A D-handle provides
more natural control and the rugged tempered
steel blade has a baked, anti-stick enamel coat
to prevent rust. Import.
ITEM#: F540

ALUMINUM SCOOP SHOVEL
•
•

Blade: 19” Deep x 15-1/4” Wide
Handle: 27” D-Handle

Scoop shovels feature a deep pocket for big
loads and a fiberglass or wood D-grip handle
for more natural control.
The extra deep aluminum head is perfect for
scooping snow, sand or other materials. Imp.
ITEM#: 16505F - FIBERGLASS
ITEM#: 16505 - WOOD

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
F540
FIBERGLASS ‘D’-HANDLE DRAIN SPADE
16505F ALUMINUM ‘D’-HANDLE SCOOP SHOVEL
16505
WOOD ‘D’-HANDLE SCOOP SHOVEL
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POLY SCOOP SHOVELS
Durable ABS plastic and molded ribs give these scoop shovels extra strength
and longevity. They’re rust proof and lightweight and available with a fiberglass or
wood handle.
The ‘D’ grip handles are 30” long with red plastic grips and the long handle
is 48” with plastic grips at the top and middle of the handle for good gripping with
both hands. Blade measures 14” wide x 18” long.

ITEM#:
PSS30DW
PSS30DF

DESCRIPTION:
POLY SCOOP SHOVEL – 30” WOOD ‘D’ HANDLE
POLY SCOOP SHOVEL – 30” FIBERGLASS ‘D’ HANDLE

PSS48F

POLY SCOOP SHOVEL – 48” FIBERGLASS HANDLE
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CLAW HAMMERS
16 Oz. CLAW HAMMER
Heavy duty, drop forged steel heads with
curved, nail pulling claws. They feature a nomar smooth face for finishing nails and padded,
comfort grip handles.

Available with either a steel or fiberglass
handle. Import

ITEM#: 706
ITEM#: 706F

16 Oz. CLAW HAMMER
16 Oz. CLAW HAMMER

STEEL
FIBERGLASS

24 Oz. CARPENTER’S HAMMER
High quality, drop forged milled steel head
on a contoured, hickory handle. It features a
straight claw and a waffle head design to hold
the nail onto the hammer.
Handle is 18” long and is perfectly balanced
to reduce user fatigue. Import.

ITEM#: 707

24 Oz. CARPENTER’S HAMMER
FIBERGLASS HANDLE HAMMER
A super quality, drop forged steel head on a
virtually unbreakable fiberglass handle.
Available in a 28 oz. claw hammer with the
curved head for more leverage, or a 16 oz. rip
hammer with a straight head for fast pulling
of nails and other fasteners.
Features a waffle faced head as well as a 16”
fiberglass handle with padded comfort grip.

ITEM#: 708
ITEM#: 706FR

28 Oz. FIBERGLASS CLAW HAMMER
16 Oz. FIBERGLASS RIP HAMMER
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SOLID STEEL RIP HAMMERS
The shock absorbing design of the new line of forged solid steel hammers
from Plumb® utilizes exclusive vibration reduction technology for ultimate
anti-vibration performance. The result is a hammer that can be used all day
with less fatigue and a lower chance of joint discomfort.
Dual material contoured grips add exceptional comfort and control and a
magnetic nail starter on the head holds nail firmly in place, eliminating the
risk of striking the other hand when starting a nail. These Plumb® hammers
also feature a waffle head for framing applications, and are rip style for fast
removal of nails. Import.

ITEM#:
SS22
SS28

DESCRIPTION:
PLUMB 22 OZ. SOLID STEEL RIP HAMMER
PLUMB® 28 OZ. SOLID STEEL RIP HAMMER
®
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3 PC. CONTRACTOR’S TOOL SET
This contractor quality tool set features a 16 oz. claw hammer, a 6-in-1 driver
and a 25’ tape measure. The claw hammer has a magnetic nail holder in the head to
easily drive nails with one hand. A shock reducing handle minimizes user fatigue.
The driver has a comfortable, high torque grip and includes 6 bits; 3/16” &
1/4” slotted, #1 & #2 phillips and 1/4” & 5/16” nut driver. The tape measure is 25’
x 1” wide and has a strong magnetic end hook. Reads in feet and inches.

ITEM#:
972

DESCRIPTION:
CONTRACTOR’S 3 PC. TOOL SET
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SLEDGEHAMMERS
•
•
•
•
•

Tight grain hickory or splinter free
fiberglass handles
Double blow, steel heads
Cast to military specs
Heat treated
Beveled edges

Drilling hammer
Sledgehammers

ITEM#: SIZE:
704
4 LB.
701
6 LB.
702
8 LB.
703
10 LB.

HANDLE:
HICKORY
HICKORY
HICKORY
HICKORY

DESCRIPTION:
DRILLING HAMMER
SLEDGEHAMMER
SLEDGEHAMMER
SLEDGEHAMMER

F705
F701
F702
F703

FIBERGLASS
FIBERGLASS
FIBERGLASS
FIBERGLASS

SLEDGEHAMMER
SLEDGEHAMMER
SLEDGEHAMMER
SLEDGEHAMMER

4 LB.
6 LB.
8 LB.
10 LB.
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SPECIALTY HAMMERS
5 PC. FIBERGLASS SET
Hammerhead on one side with the ball
head on the other which is often used for
shaping metal or mushrooming pins that
hold parts together.
Fiberglass handles with a rubber grip.
Heads have the beveled edges to prevent
chipping. 1 each of a 1/4 lb., 1/2 lb., 1 lb.,
1-1/2 lb. and 2 lb. Import.

ITEM#: 700F

DEAD BLOW HAMMERS
Solid, heavy duty dead blow hammers
used for a variety of applications. Made
from thick, pressed acrylic and resistant
to rust, corrosion, chemicals and harsh
weather.
Dead blow hammers absorb the shock
and reduce rebound. These hammers are
used in auto body shops and for general
repair. Available in 2 Lb. and 3 Lb.

ITEM#: DBH2 - (2Lb.)
ITEM#: DBH3 - (3Lb.)

ITEM#:
DESCRIPTION:
700F
5 PC. FIBERGLASS BALL PEEN HAMMER SET
DBH2
DBH3

2 LB. DEAD BLOW HAMMER
3 LB. DEAD BLOW HAMMER
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DEAD BLOW HAMMERS
These uni-cast dead blow hammers are solid, one piece construction made of
tough PVC that will last a lifetime. They deliver a solid force with no rebound and
will not produce sparks, so they are safe to use around flammable gas or liquids.
These hammers are constructed to naturally absorb shock and they will not
damage wood or soft metals like steel hammers will. Available in 4 sizes. Import.

•
•
•
•

ITEM#:
NDBH1
NDBH2
NDBH3
NDBH4

1 Lb. – Overall length: 11-3/4”
2 Lb. – Overall length: 13-3/8”
3 Lb. – Overall length: 14-3/8”
2 Lb. – Overall length: 14-1/2”

DESCRIPTION:
DEAD BLOW HAMMER – 1 LB.
DEAD BLOW HAMMER – 2 LB.
DEAD BLOW HAMMER – 3 LB.
DEAD BLOW HAMMER – 4 LB.
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8 OZ. WELDER’S CHIPPING HAMMER
The spring handled chipping hammer has been a staple in every welding
shop for years. Approximately 10-1/2” long with a 5” wide head. The head
has a vertical chisel on one end and a long, tapered point on the other. The
two different hammer heads are the welder’s best tools for clearing off slag
and flux from metal.
These chipping hammers are a full 8 0z. and they have the classic spring
handle that fits comfortably in the hand and greatly reduces shock with each
blow. The steel is heat treated and hardened to last for many years. Import.

ITEM#:
705

DESCRIPTION:
8 0Z WELDER’S CHIPPING HAMMER
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TELESCOPING POLE PRUNER
These heavy duty, telescoping tree pruners have a 12” curved saw blade at
the end for big limbs and a spring loaded cutting blade for the smaller limbs.
The cutting blade has a guide that hooks over the limb and when you pull the
attached rope, the razor sharp blade cuts cleanly and quickly through it.
For higher branches or hard to reach places, the pole handle extends to 10’
and twist locks to stay firmly in place. The all metal construction assures the
user many years of reliable use.

ITEM#:
712

DESCRIPTION:
TELESCOPING POLE TREE PRUNER
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LANDSCAPE SHEARS
8” PRUNING SHEARS

ITEM#: 23-186

These are heavy duty, professional bypass type hand pruners. The steel blades
are made from high carbon steel that has
been heat treated and honed, giving it a
razor sharp edge.
They have curved, ergonomic handles
to reduce user fatigue as well as positive
lever locks. Imported

25” LOPPING SHEARS
These are tough lopping shears used by
professionals. They feature heat treated,
chromed, 25”tubular steel handles with
cushioned grips.
The 6”, curved jaw blades will quickly
slice through limbs and shrubbery.

HEDGE SHEARS
These hedge clippers have 20”, padded
metal handles and feature 9” long super
sharp, steel blades with a ‘wave’ design.
They’re professional, landscaper grade
‘hedge clippers’ that are made to handle
the use and abuse expected from popular
gardening tools.

ITEM#: LOPP

ITEM#: 519
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24” ROLLING MAGNETIC SWEEPER
The Magnetic Sweeper is just the right tool around machine shops and
construction sites. This is a fast and efficient way to remove dangerous small
objects, remove metal shavings, or find small parts. It will instantly retrieve
metal objects and hold onto them until you pull up the ‘release handle’ to demagnetize the rake. It makes construction site cleanup extremely easy.
These are perfect for nails, nuts and bolts, even lost car keys in the tall
grass. They are effective over concrete, asphalt, dirt, grass, carpeting, or any
other surface. Run this sweeper over your parking lot to spare your tires.
They are 24” or 36” wide, with a handle that can be adjusted from 30”
to 45” high. The magnetic casing is 4” high and the unit has a clearance of 1
1/2”. It has big 7” wheels and will pick up objects to 30lbs. Imported.

ITEM#:
N138
N188

DESCRIPTION:
24” ROLLING MAGNETIC SWEEPER
36” ROLLING MAGNETIC SWEEPER

